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§1. Introduction.
Diagnostic techniques developed for discharge and plasma study, including electric and
magnetic probes, optical and mass spectrometry, laser scattering, optical and microwave
interferometry, schlieren analysis, and laser Doppler anemometry (Huddlestone and Leonard,
1965) have limitations either with their range of application, their spatial resolution, or their
disturbance of the discharge environment.

Optical fibre sensors possess several attributes that make them attractive for probing electrical
discharges and plasmas, including their insulating-nature, their small dimensions, and their
immunity to high voltage and electromagnetic radiation. As insulators, optical fibres create
none of the electrical disturbance or breakdown problems often associated with metal probes,
and their small dimensions mean that distortion of discharge structure is minimised. With
many discharges occurring in environments which are electromagnetically noisy and which
involve high voltages and large inductive fields, signal transfer and processing through
optical fibres provides significant benefits.

§2. Optical Fibre Interferometers.
Single-mode optical fibres carry coherent monochromatic light without altering coherence
characteristics, and can therefore be used to assemble optical interferometers. All of the
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of optical fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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common unbound-beam interferometric configurations have corresponding optical fibre
versions which can be readily assembled using couplers, splices, and other fibre components
which have become commercially available due to their application in optical
telecommunications.

With a fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer, as depicted in Fig. 1, the resonant cavity, which is
the sensing region, consists of a section of single-mode fibre which has been carefully
cleaved at the two ends to provide optically flat surfaces normal to the fibre core axis.
Optical fibre interferometric sensors rely on intrinsic sensitivity to the physical parameter that
affects the optical characteristics of the fibre. For example, with temperature sensing, the
change in fibre temperature affects the optical path length of the fibre by altering both its
physical length and the index of refraction of the fibre core material (Lagakos, Mohr, and El-
Bayoumi, 1981). For a typical single mode fused silica fibre Fabry-Perot interferometer the
photo-thermal sensitivity is 204.8 radians m'1 K"1 (Priest, et al, 1997). The Fabry-Perot
configuration offers a considerable advantage, as the interferometer sensitive section can be
tailored to the size of the region to be monitored. Any change in temperature taking place
within the optical fibre coupler or any of its four arms does not affect the interferometer
output signal, and therefore no particular shielding is needed. In addition, the Fabry-Perot
resonator can be placed remotely from the detection system, since the leading fibre does not
play any role in the performance of the device.

§3. Optical fibre plasma diagnostics in H-l
A Fabry-Perot interferometer probe 13.5 mm long protruding from a thin ceramic cylinder
housed at the end of a 13 mm diameter stainless steel tube was introduced into H-l. The fibre
was vacuum sealed at the inner end of the ceramic rube, which was in turn vacuum sealed at
the entry to the stainless tube. The interferometer assembly was placed in a vacuum tight
support mechanism which allowed axial movement of the sensor.

The average temperature change of the fibre along the length of the probe during the plasma
pulse can be deduced from the phase change of the guided laser light returned from both ends
of the optical cavity.

The heat flux across the surface, or power, P, transferred to the fibre is given by

P = g n <v><eV> 2 n r L 1

where g is the ratio of elastic to inelastic collisions, <eV> is the average ion energy, n is the
ion density, 2 n r L is the surface area of the fibre cavity, and <v> is the average thermal
velocity of the particles. The average temperature rise, AT, of a fibre of mass M, per unit
time, Ax , is given by

AT P ' „

Ax Me

Taking the density of fused silica to be 2.21 x 10J Kg m"3, the specific heat of fused silica to
be 840 J kg"1 K"1, the average energy of argon ions to be 50 eV, g to be 1, n to be 1018 m"3,
and the pulse length, Ax , to be 30 ms; the theoretical expected temperature increase, AT, of
the fibre is 64 °C. This equates to a phase change of 177 radians or about 28 fringes. This
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simple theory quite accurately predicts the measured phase changes which range from 10 to
40 fringes depending on the plasma conditions and the position of the fibre within the plasma.

A spatial scan of an argon plasma at a pressure of 1.2 x 10* torr, 900 A field current and 10%
helical current in H-l produced the temperature distribution shown in Fig. 2. In order to
investigate the processes responsible for the fibre heating, and for the rather significant
localised plasma heating near the last closed flux surface, a hybrid probe with a 63 fim
aperture woven stainless steel mesh screen surrounding the fibre interferometer was
constructed. The aperture size was chosen to be less than twice the Debye length of a typical
low pressure plasma in H-l. The mesh screen could be biased positively or negatively with
respect to the plasma to selectively screen out ions or electrons respectively. A measure of the
fibre heating rate allowed identification of the particular species responsible for heating the
fibre, and also gave an estimate of the energy distribution of that species.
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Figure 2. Fibre temperature as a function of position in plasma.

With the probe remaining in a fixed location, a bias scan produced the temperature
distribution shown in Fig. 3 for the argon plasma in H-l. The probe was 120 mm away from
the helical conductor, the pressure was 2.0 x 10"5 torr, and the field current was 1800 A.
These position and discharge parameters were chosen to give stable, repeatable plasma
conditions from shot to shot.
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Figure 3. Fibre temperature as a function of screen bias voltage.

From these results it is evident that positive ions are the major species responsible for heating
the fibre probe. Since the plasma in H-l is magnetically confined it was decided to try to
obtain information on any anisotropic component of the ion energy distribution. A fibre
interferometer was constructed with a cylindrical mesh that shielded the fibre from particles
over an angle of about 90°. Spatial and electrically biased scans of argon plasmas were
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conducted in a similar manner to those with the full shielded probe. Preliminary results show
significant anisotropy, and a complete analysis of the data is still progressing.

To obtain more detailed information from several directions simultaneously, a fibre
interferometer probe consisting of four Fabry-Perot interferometers lying in the valleys of a
four pointed ceramic cross was constructed as depicted in Fig. 4. Spatial scans of both argon
and hydrogen plasmas were obtained. Detailed analysis is still progressing but early results
show significant anisotropy and also quite widely varying rates of heating that are
directionally dependent.
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Figure 4. Optic fibre sensor with four Fabry-Perot fibre interferometers.

It is worth noting that detailed temporal development of H-l plasma temperature with good
spatial resolution is possible with fibre probes because of the very short thermal time
constant, 0.6 ms, of the fibre. Operating at relatively low pressures and short pulse times
allows high temperature plasmas to be studied because of low thermal energy transfer to the
fibre. It is also worth noting that fibre probes are robust, with one probe having survived
almost a thousand shots with no noticeable deterioration of sensing response, although the
fibre surface appeared etched, evidently from ion bombardment.

There remains great potential for further optical fibre interferometer investigation on H-l
with new designs of standard and hybrid probes.
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